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This paper presents a model to define heterogeneous
agents that solve problems by sharing the knowledge
retrieved from the Web and cooperating among them.
The control structure of those agents is based on a gen-
eral purpose Multi-Agent architecture (SkeletonA-
gent) based on a deliberative approach. Any agent in
the architecture is built by means of several interre-
lated modules: control module, language and commu-
nication module, skills modules, knowledge base, yel-
low pages, etc. . . . The control module uses an agenda
to activate and coordinate the agent skills. This agenda
handles actions from both the internal goals of the
agent and from other agents in the environment. In the
paper, we show a high level agent model, which is later
instantiated to build a set of heterogeneous specialized
agents. The paper describes how SkeletonAgent has
been used to implement different kinds of agents and
a specialized Multi-Agent System (MAS). The imple-
mented MAS, MAPWeb-etourism, is the specific im-
plementation of a general Web gathering architecture,
named MAPWeb, which extends SkeletonAgent.
MAPWeb has been designed to solve problems in
Web domains through the integration of information
gathering and planning techniques. The MAPWeb-
etourism system has been applied to a specific Web
domain (e-tourism) which uses information gathered
directly from several Web sources (plane, train, and
hotel companies) to solve travel problems. This paper
shows how the proposed architecture allows to inte-
grate the different agents tasks with AI techniques like
planning to build a MAS which is able to gather and
integrate information retrieved from the Web to solve
problems.
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1. Introduction
The Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent Sys-
tems (MAS) research fields have experimented a
growing interest from different research communi-
ties like Artificial Intelligence (AI), Software En-
gineering, Psychology, etc. . . Those research fields
try to solve two distinct goals. On the one hand,
to define and design software programs (usually
called agents) which implement several character-
istics like autonomy, proactiveness, coordination,
language communication, etc. . . This goal tries to
obtain an adaptive and intelligent program which
is able to provide the adequate request to the in-
puts received from the environment [22,26,42]. On
the other hand, it is possible to coordinate sev-
eral of those agents to build complex societies.
When considering societies of agents, new issues
arise, like social organization, cooperation, knowl-
edge representation, coordination, or negotiation.
In this situation it is possible to speak about Multi-
Agent Systems and the previous problems can
be studied within different perspectives [7,34,54].
Those research fields allow to test and simulate
theoretical models and architectures in complex
and real domains [13,51]. There is a wide range of
different domains that can be used to test agent
organizations like business management [25,41],
robotics [8,37], the Web [2,5,47], simulation of
complex societies [16,45], etc. . .
A common point of interest for previous re-
search fields are both how to define and design
the individual agents that make up these sys-
tems [6,27,43,44] and how to coordinate and or-
ganize groups of agents [19,35]. Different arquitec-
tures and models have been successfully designed,
implemented and deployed in several domains and
it is possible to learn from those experiences to
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build other agent-based models that could be ap-
plied in new domains.
In this paper, we develop an agent and Multi-
Agent architecture (SkeletonAgent) based on
the CooperA and ABC2 Multi-Agent architec-
tures [37,49,50]. These models have been applied in
several domains like robotics [37] or radar [40]. Our
approach has extended the later models so that AI
techniques (like Planning and Learning) and Web
Information Gathering methods can be integrated
into a MAS. Agents in SkeletonAgent use an
agenda to store their pending goals. The agenda al-
lows to combine actions from different sources, like
the internal goals of the agent, requests from other
agents, possible changes in the agent environment,
etc. Then, a policy will select the most appropriate
action in a particular moment. SkeletonAgent
allows to decompose high level tasks that can be
achieved by each agent in different ways, which
is very appropriate for the domains we are inter-
ested in (and many others). For instance, a par-
ticular task could be solved by either looking in a
database, asking another agent, browsing the web,
etc. In SkeletonAgent, such high level tasks can
be decomposed, and all the alternative subtasks
will be stored in the agenda for (possible) parallel
processing. Once one of them has achieved the high
level task, the alternative medium level tasks, or
their related low level tasks, will be removed from
the agenda. We have extended the base model to
take into account these issues.
With respect to systems that search and use in-
formation from the Web, the closest to our goals
is the field of Information Gathering (IG), that
intends to integrate a set of different information
sources with the aim of querying them as if they
were a single source [2,17,18,33]. However, these
architectures do not intend to use AI techniques
in a generic way, as we do, but only to select the
appropriate Web sources or control the behaviour
of agents.
In summary, our approach consists of a flexi-
ble and generic MAS architecture that can use
AI and Web gathering techniques, by means of
agenda-based agents. Besides describing the archi-
tecture, an important part of the paper deals with
its instantiation into a Information Gathering sys-
tem, named MAPWeb, and how it can be ap-
plied into a particular Web domain (MAPWeb-
etourism). The paper is structured into the fol-
lowing sections: Section 2 presents some general
characteristics about agenda-based agent models;
Section 3 describes how we have instantiated the
previous agent model into an specific agent and
Multi-Agent architecture. Section 4 analyses how
the previous architecture can be used to solve
problems in the Information Gathering field. Us-
ing this architecture, a new system called MAP-
Web, is defined, and an application example in
a particular Web domain is shown (MAPWeb-
etourism); Section 5 describes several related sys-
tems; and finally, Section 6 summarizes the con-
clusions of the research.
2. Agenda-based Agents
As explained before, our approach extends some
ideas used by agenda based systems such as Co-
operA [49] and ABC2 [37]. In this section we de-
scribe how agents are controlled by agendas in
these systems.
2.1. Agent Model
In the CooperA and ABC2, intelligent agents
are defined as a knowledge structure implemented
by a set of static and dynamic attributes as in [37].
The static attributes (AS) are used to represent
the agent as the only element with these charac-
teristics in the system, whereas dynamic attributes
(AD) are used to represent those characteristics
that change with time. These attributes represent
the actual knowledge about the state of the world
that the agent knows, so any agent can be repre-
sented as: A = AS ∪AD where AS and AD repre-
sent the tuples of the static and dynamic attributes
respectively.
The static attributes, AS , are used to represent
the specific knowledge about any agent. These are:
name of the agent (N), the list of its skills (S), the
knowledge about other agents in the system and
their skills (yellow-pages, Y ), the language used
to communicate with other agents (L), the ontol-
ogy that represents the knowledge managed by the
agent in a particular domain (O), and the set of
heuristic rules that govern the behaviour of the
agent (H). Therefore, the static knowledge about
any agent can be described as:
AS =< N,S, Y, L,O,H >
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On the other hand, the following dynamic at-
tributes, AD, are used to represent the current sit-
uation of the agent, which is stored in its agenda
(Ag). The agenda contains the acts which are un-
der consideration, the queues of messages (Q) re-
ceived or pending to be sent, and the information
(I) about the current state of the world, defined
using the language L. Any agent in a given mo-
ment is defined by AD =< N,Ag, I, Q >, and the
dynamic situation of the whole team of agents as
A+D =< N,Ag, I, Q >
+, where N is the name of
the agent representing each tuple.
For instance, the following example shows the
previous (static and dynamic) attributes for an
agent example and how they could be instantiated:
Example_Agent1 (static)=
<N = ExAg1,
S = {suspend,register, unregister,
update,...skill_1n},
Y = {(ExAg2: insert,delete,...),
(ExAg3: planning,...)
(ExAg_k: wrapper,
WebAccess...)},
O = {problem-domain},
H = heuristics-rules>
Example_Agent1 (dynamic)=
<N = ExAg1,
Ag= {[act1], [act_2]...[act_n]},
I = {AGENTS.active: ExAg2, ExAg3,
ExAg_k
AGENTS.new: ExAg_k+1
AGENTS.suspend: none},
Q = {[message1], ...}>
2.2. Agent Control Cycle
This section describes the control cycle of the
agents that follow the model described in the pre-
vious section. It can also be seen in Figure 1, this
figure illustrates the control algorithm, which can
be summarized as:
– First, the control module checks the agenda
periodically until the first act is inserted.
When a particular task needs to be achieved,
the initial act is inserted in the agenda. This
act could be considered as the main goal or
the initial goal of the agent. Other acts will
be generated in order to achieve this initial
goal. New acts could arrive from other agents
at any moment.
– Once several acts have been inserted into the
agenda, a priority-Policy is applied to sort
them out (this evaluation happens at all cy-
cles of the agent, because the priority of the
acts change dynamically). The control mod-
ule will select the act with the highest priority
(Acti = max; in Figure 1).
– When a particular act is selected, the con-
trol module Evaluates() this act and selects
the skill that will perform the associated task
(Evaluate(Acti) selects Skills). For instance,
when an act:Planning is selected, the act and
associated parameters are provided to the
planning skill of the agent.
– Now, there are two possible situations:
∗ The act needs information from other tasks
and cannot be executed (the act is not
Ready() yet for execution), so it will be
inserted newly in the agenda (its prior-
ity will be increased in the next cycle:
Incrementpriority(Acti)).
∗ The act is Ready() for execution (the act
does not need any other information). How-
ever, it is necessary to take into account two
new situations to know if the act is directly
Executable():
∗ If the act can be decomposed into simpler
acts, the skill will expand this act into
them, assigning new priorities to these
acts, and finally adding them into the
agenda (∀nj=1Actij .priority()).
∗ If the act is directly executable (all the
information is available and it is not pos-
sible to expand), it has provided to the
correspondent Execute() function associ-
ated to this skill.
This control cycle continues while the agenda
contains acts. If the agents have their agendas
empty, they will wait for new tasks to perform.
This algorithm integrates the agenda, the heuris-
tics and the available skills as related modules to
implement different behaviours in the agents. This
approach is very flexible because it is possible to
modify the behaviour of the agent, or the way to
achieve a goal by just modifying one or several of
the following characteristics of acts:
– The priority of a particular act can be modi-
fied by the control module or by the skill. The
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Initialize(Agenda);
while (Agenda 6= 0)
(∀Acti), calculate Priority(Acti) using a Control-Policy;
Sort the acts in the Agenda by Priority;
Remove(Acti) such as Acti = max;
Evaluate(Acti) selects Skills
if Skills(Acti).Ready() then
if not Skills(Acti).Executable() then
Skills(Acti).expand();
∀nj=1Actij .priority();
∀nj=1Insert(Actij);
else
Execute(Acti);
else
Incrementpriority(Acti);
Insert(Acti);
Fig. 1. Agent control cycle in SkeletonAgent using the ControlPrio policy.
priorities of the acts can be redefined by us-
ing rules or policies, thus changing the global
solving algorithm performed by the agents.
– The evaluation of an act determines which
skill will execute the act. If no skill is avail-
able, the control module will generate a fail.
– Acts in the agenda are selected by means of
policies. By changing the policy it is possible
to change the behaviour of the agent.
3. SkeletonAgent
In this section we describe how we have instanti-
ated the general model shown in the previous sec-
tion and also our extensions to that model. We ad-
dress both the agent and the Multi-Agent archi-
tecture.
3.1. Agent Architecture
This subsection defines the agent architecture
of SkeletonAgent, which is based on the agent
model described in the previous section. Agents in
SkeletonAgent are composed of several mod-
ules. Figure 2 shows those modules and their in-
terconnections.
Out−Q: message3, message4,
In−Q: message1, message2,
Communication Module
Environment
Read messages
Evaluate agenda
Perform actions
Control Module
LIFO
FIFO
ControlPrio
Heuristics
Knowledge
Base
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
SkillsAgenda
[act 1]
[act 2]
[act N]
skill−K
skill−2
skill−1
Yellow−Pages
agent1:
agent2:
agentJ:
Fig. 2. SkeletonAgent Architecture of an agent.
3.1.1. Agenda.
The Agenda is a dynamic structure (Ag) that
stores items named acts [14,15]. These acts repre-
sent the actions that the agent is considering at
a given moment. The agents implemented using
SkeletonAgent architecture share a standard
communication language (Kqml [20,21]) to per-
form actions over their environment. A message
in Kqml is called performative (this term is from
the speech act theory [15]) and can be understood
like a request for an specific action to be carried
out. Any performative can be translated into one
4
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or several acts that could be performed by the re-
ceiver agent. When any agent receives a perfor-
mative, its related act is inserted into the agenda.
Once this act is selected, its execution could gener-
ate new acts that will be recursively added to the
agenda. These performatives are used by different
agents to implement several acts like:
– (achieve, tell): are used by different agents to
require the execution of a specific task and to
answer with the obtained results. When any
agent receives achieve, the related act con-
tains the type of skill that will be necessary.
For instance, when a planning agent receives
an achieve performative to solve a problem,
several skills can be used: planning, case-based
planning, or ask-others. When this same per-
formative is received by a Web agent other
skills like: caching, or access-Web could be
used by the agent to execute the act.
– (insert, delete): are used to insert or delete
a specific fact (from the sender agent) in the
Knowledge Base of the receiver agent. For in-
stance if an agent is temporarily unavailable
in the society, and this fact is known by the
manager agent, it is necessary to delete it from
the yellow pages of all agents.
– (register, unregister): are used by the control-
agents in the Multi-Agent systems to manage
the insertion and deletion of the agents in the
society.
– (ok, ping): are used by the control-agents
when it is necessary to know the state of a
particular agent.
– (wake-up, sleep): are used by different agents
to activate or suspend temporarily their func-
tions.
– (request-info, tell-info, finish): are used among
agents to implement a protocol that allows
them to send all the desired information in
several steps.
The parameters of the different deployed acts
for the agents can be summarized as:
– The type of the performative (achieve, in-
sert, delete, ok,. . . ). Those performatives are
translated into acts that the agent will try to
achieve. When these acts are handled, some
of them should be expanded to allow their ex-
ecution (see Skills).
– A list of skills that could be used by the agent
to perform the task.
– The identification code (ID-code) of the act,
that is used to relate the performative that
has been executed with the possible subtasks
that could be originated to perform the task.
This code is used to build the answer to the
performative. For instance, if a performative
to solve a general problem is inserted in the
agenda, when this act is extracted from the
agenda, the skill will generate several new acts
to achieve its goal, these new acts are inserted
into the agenda and their ID-codes are built
using the previous general code. So, if one of
the acts fail, all the related acts are deleted
from the agenda.
– TimeStamp, TimeOut. Any act has two tem-
poral parameters: the TimeOut that repre-
sents the maximum time to execute the task,
and the TimeStamp that represents when this
act has being inserted in the agenda. When
any act is inserted in the agenda, it is possible
to use these parameters to:
∗ know how much time it has been stored the
act in the agenda, and
∗ modify dynamically the priority of any act
using a simple expression.
If an act cannot be executed within the Time-
Out, it will be removed from the agenda. The
control module will remove any other act that
needs the results of, or that could be related
to, the rejected act.
– Priority of the act. This priority has a default
(initial) value which is assigned depending of
the type of the act. The priority is modified
by the control module using other parameters
(TimeStamp and TimeOut). For instance, the
performative ok has the maximum priority be-
cause it is used for the sender agent to know
if the receiver is working, so this performa-
tive has a lower TimeOut and a high prior-
ity value. This priority will be automatically
increased by the control module in any cycle
(see Section 2.2) to avoid that an act would
never be executed. When a skill expands a
complex act into subacts, the new acts will
have the same values for the TimeStamp and
TimeOut parameters. The skill will assign dif-
ferent values to the subtasks to select the or-
der to execute them.
The set of possible acts that can be used by the
agents and the heuristic used to schedule how these
5
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PERFORMATIVE
(achieve
   (:content (problem(data )))
   (:language KQML)
   (:ontology etourism)
   (:reply−with 1)
   (:sender useragent1)
   (:receiver planneragent1))
ACT
−skills: cbp, planning
−ID−code: 1
−priority:20
−TimeStamp: ssmmhh
−TimeOut: ssmmhh
−type: achieve



 
 
 
translation insert
AGENDA
Fig. 3. Relation between a performative and its translated act.
acts are selected and executed in the agenda (see
Heuristics) defines the behaviour of the agents.
Section 2.2 describes in detail how the agenda
works. Figure 3 shows the relations between an
achieve performative sent by an UserAgent to re-
quest for the solution of a problem to the receiver
PlannerAgent.
3.1.2. Heuristics.
Agents have a set of heuristics that are used to
decide at any time what act to select from the
agenda. Actually, any agent can be implemented
using in its control module three different types
of heuristics (LIFO, FIFO and ControlPrio). The
first two heuristics correspond to the LIFO (Last
In First Out) and FIFO (First In First Out) poli-
cies. These heuristics can be used when it is not
necessary to select the acts in a particular or-
der and allow to test the agents with simple be-
haviours. However, these heuristics present several
problems when it is necessary to apply a priority
in the execution of the acts, because there could
be acts with high priority that need to be exe-
cuted quickly. For this reason a simple priority con-
trol heuristic (ControlPrio) was implemented. This
heuristic is the default behaviour for a given agent
in SkeletonAgent. In the future, we plan to use
other techniques like fuzzy logic or machine learn-
ing to implement more sophisticated heuristics to
provide other behaviours for the agents.
3.1.3. Skills.
As explained before, an agenda contains acts.
Some of them can be decomposed into lower level
acts, which are subsequently introduced into the
agenda. When a particular act (atomic, or low
level) cannot be decomposed further, it will be ex-
ecuted by the agent. Those executable acts are ac-
tually the skills Si of the agent. Automatic access
to the Web, or executing a planner are examples of
skills. Figure 4 shows how a high level act (to solve
a planning problem) can be decomposed into sev-
eral subacts, taking into account that the Planner-
Agent who receives the problem has several skills
to obtain solutions for planning problems. From
the point of view of decomposition, it is useful
to divide acts into two types: AND acts and OR
acts. AND acts require all its subacts to finish suc-
cessfully whereas OR acts need only one of them
to end. For instance, act:WebAgentsCooperation
of Figure 4 is an AND act because it needs its
three subacts to end successfully. On the other
hand, act:Solve-Planning-Problem will end with
success if any of its subacts (act:SearchPlanBase,
act:Planning, . . . ) obtains a solution to the plan-
ning problem.
Figure 5 displays an example of a high level
act decomposition. When the OR-type act:Solve-
Planning-Problem is selected by the control mod-
ule, it is expanded into its component subacts
act:cbp (which allows to search for solutions pre-
viously stored in a Plan Base) and act:Planning
(which uses a planner to obtain solutions). These
new subacts acquire the characteristics (like the
TimeOut or TimeStamp values) of act:Solve-Planning-
Problem. Different subacts may have different pri-
orities. Although in this case, act:cbp has a higher
priority than act:Planning, this only means that it
will be selected first. But once it is selected, act:cbp
will be executed in a separated process, and then
act:Solve-Planning-Problem will be executed in an-
other process (i.e. they will actually work in paral-
lel). If desired, it is also possible that both subacts
work in sequence: execute the first subact, and if
it fails, execute the second one.
3.1.4. Knowledge Base.
This module stores knowledge that can be used
by the agent skills. For instance, in MAPWeb a
set of agents specialized in planning (PlannerA-
gents) are used in the team. These agents need
to use several knowledge sources to achieve their
main goal: to solve a problem using planning. The
knowledge used by these agents is: a description
of the problem to be solved, the operations (oper-
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Abstract Problem
Obtain
Integrate Answers
from WebAgents
Send
Queries
WebAgents
Cooperation
Build
Queries
Solutions
Integrate
ID−code:1 2 4
Validate
Solutions
ID−code:1 2 5
Call Planner
Planning
ID−code:1 2 3 1
ID−code:1 2
ID−code:1 2 1
ID−code:1 2 3 3ID−code:1 2 3 2
ID−code:1 2 3ID−code:1 2 2
Plan Base
Search
ID−code:1 1
Problem
Solve planning ID−code: 1
Ask Others ID−code:1 3 .......
AND
AND
Fig. 4. Expansion of an initial act into several subacts.
Problem
Solve planning ID−code: 1
PlanningPlan Base
Search
Agenda
type: achieve
ID−code: 1
priority: 20
TimeStamp
TimeOut
skills: solve problem
act: Achieve
ID 1
ID 1.1 ID 1.2
Expand()
Ready()
Execute()
ID−code:1 1 ID−code:1 2
Skill: Solve Problem
sub−skills:
search plan base: priority20
planning:  priority15
Fig. 5. Relations between the selected act from the agenda (to solve a planning problem) and the skill which is able to perform
the task.
ators) that can be used (represented in a Domain
description), several domain-dependent heuristics,
etc. . .
3.1.5. Yellow Pages.
This module stores the knowledge that an agent
has about all the agents belonging to its team (Ti).
This information consists of a list made by the
name of its partners (N), and the name of the
skills they can accomplish (Si). Any skill can be
considered as an abstraction of an action that will
be accessible to other agents in the team. In fact,
it means that the agent has meta-knowledge about
itself (through its skills definition) and its partners
(using the yellow-pages). Although, SkeletonA-
gent has standard yellow pages which are initially
used by all the agents, there exist other special-
ized agents that use an extended version of the
yellow pages. For instance, the ManagerAgent in
the MAPWeb-etourism application uses more
information about the agents like what is the team
that has been used to allocate a particular agent.
3.1.6. Communication Module.
Agents in SkeletonAgent use a communica-
tion language to share information. It is the control
module which decides to send a message and also
the module which receives messages from other
agents. Once the control module has received a
message, it can be distributed to any other mod-
ule in the agent. The communication module hides
the physical network transport layer from the spe-
cific language (Kqml) that is used by the agent.
In order to do so, the communication module en-
capsulates the message, adding information such
as sender, receiver, performative, . . . , as shown in
Figure 6.
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Data:
        attrib1−value1
        attrib2−value2
        
Communication Module
Control Module
Destination: CommMod
TimeStamp: ss mm hh
Receiver: agent2
Message: KQML
Receiver: agent2
Language: Kqml
Ontology: e−tourism
TimeStamp: ss mm hh
ID: N
Type: out
        (attrib1−value1)
        (attrib2−value2)
        (            )
Data Kqml format
Type−Message: tell Type−Message: tell
TimeOut: ss mm hh
ID: N
Type: out
Performative: tell
Priority:10
Priority: 10
ENVIRONMENT
AGENT
act: Send Message
Sender: agent1
Sender: agent1
Fig. 6. SkeletonAgent Internal Data Communication.
The communication process is implemented by
several interconnected submodules that allow to
transform the data correctly. They are:
– The Manager Communication Layer. It in-
serts the messages received in the input queue
(In-Q) or in the output queue (Out-Q) de-
pending on their destination.
– The Language Layer. This module translates
the internal data into an standard Kqml mes-
sage or vice versa.
– The Communication Layer. It is responsible
to serialize and deserialize the information, so
that it can be sent (received) through (from)
the network.
Figure 7 shows how the serialized messages re-
ceived by an agent are properly translated into the
internal communication data structure before it is
sent to the control module of the agent. This de-
sign allows to change the technology used to send
the messages (i.e. change TCP/IP to RMI) or the
language used by the agents (i.e. Kqml or FIPA-
ACL) in an independent way.
3.2. Muti-Agent Model
In this section, how to build societies of agents
by means of the agent model outlined in the pre-
vious section will be described. Any MAS defined
using SkeletonAgent can be implemented us-
ing one or several teams (Ti). Every team is man-
aged by a specialized agent named CoachAgent
(CCH). To manage the different teams it is neces-
sary to use a single ManagerAgent (MNG). This
agent (known as the Agent Name Server, ANS,
in other architectures) is used to manage the in-
sertion and deletion of other agents in/from the
MAS, or which is the selected team that will use
the new agent. Finally, it is possible to represent
the whole Multi-Agent system (Skel) as:
Skel = MNG+
⋃m
i=1 Ti
Where m represents the available operative
teams in the system. Any team (T ) is made of at
least one agent and can be represented as:
T =
⋃n
i=1Ai = A1 ∪A2 ∪ ... ∪An = [Ai ≡<
Ni, Si, Yi, Li, Oi,Hi > ∪ < Ni, Ag, Ii, Qi >]+
Where n represents the number of agents that
compose the team. In SkeletonAgent (like
other MAS) it is necessary to use a minimun num-
ber (and types) of agents to build an operative
team. We define an “operative team” as the min-
imun set of agents which is able to achieve the
goal or goals that the system was designed for.
These minimun number of agents may change for
every domain. For instance, the real implementa-
tion of MAPWeb-etourism teams need at least
five types of agents (manager agent, coach agents,
user agents, planner agents and Web agents) to
be an operative group. Other MAS implemented
from SkeletonAgent, like SimpleNews, re-
quires only four types of agents (manager, coach,
user and Web agents) [10].
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Control 
Module
To From
Control 
Module
Network
Message−In
In−Q Out−Q
mess1  mess2    messK mess1  mess2    messK
Message−Out
(Kqml)
(TCP/IP)
Language Layer
Communication Layer
Communication Manager Module
Fig. 7. SkeletonAgent Communication Module.
3.3. Multi-Agent Architecture
Using the previous MAS model, any system im-
plemented from our architecture will need at least
the following agents to work properly:
– Control Agents. They manage the different
agents in the system. There are two types of
them:
∗ ManagerAgent (MNG). This agent is sim-
ilar to any ANS with can perform the fol-
lowing roles in the system:
∗ It is responsible to add and remove other
agents from the system.
∗ It controls which agents are active in the
agent society.
∗ It groups agents in teams. To do this,
when any agent requests to be inserted in
the society, the MNG determines which
teams require this agent.
∗ CoachAgent (CCH). They control a team
of agents, guaranteeing stability and smooth
operation of the active agents. Those agents
perform the following roles:
∗ They report problems to the MNG. For
instance, when a new agent is required
for the team.
∗ They guarantee that the yellow pages of
the team members are coherent.
– Execution Agents. These agents are responsi-
ble to achieve the differents goals of the sys-
tem. To coordinate different teams of agents it
is possible to include a new skill in the control
module of the agents. Currently, three differ-
ent execution agents have been implemented:
planner agents, user agents, and Web agents.
Figure 8 shows the general architecture for any
SkeletonAgent MAS. The main characteristics
for any MAS implemented in this way can be sum-
marized in:
– Agents in the system use message-passing to
communicate with other agents.
– All the agents have the same architecture and
they are specialized in different tasks through
the implementation of different skills.
– Although the communication language is the
same for all the agents in SkeletonAgent,
it is possible to distinguish two different types
of communication messages. On the one hand,
there are control messages whose main goal
is to manage the behaviour of the system.
On the other hand, execution messages are
used to share knowledge and tasks among the
agents, to achieve desired goals.
To start correctly the MAS, it is necessary to
perform the following steps, as it is shown in Fig-
ure 9 in more detail:
1. First, the MNG is executed.
2. Agents in the system need to register them-
selves to the MNG. Once a CCH has reg-
istered, the MNG will select the necessary
execution agents from its white pages and
will build an operative team. If there are not
enough agents, the CCH will wait for them.
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Fig. 8. SkeletonAgent Multi-Agent Architecture.
To build a team the MNG selects the exe-
cution agents and provides the necessary in-
formation to the CCH. Once the informa-
tion of the agents has been stored in CCH’s
yellow pages, it updates the yellow pages of
its execution agents. To select the necessary
agents to build a group, the MNG uses the
Ontology of the CCH agent.
3. Once a team is built, the execution agents can
only communicate with the agents belonging
to its team or with its CCH.
4. MAPWeb: Multi-Agent Planning in the Web
MAPWeb [11,12] (Multi-Agent Planning in the
Web) is a generic MAS information gathering ar-
chitecture which has been implemented using the
SkeletonAgent architecture. MAPWeb is a
Multi-Agent framework that integrates planning
and Web information gathering (IG) agents. This
framework provides a reusable code to help with
the development of new Web gathering systems.
The main goal of this framework is to deal with
problems that require to integrate planning with
information gathered from the Web.
4.1. Information Gathering in the Web
Unlike traditional Information Retrieval (IR)
techniques, IG systems extract knowledge from
documents stored in the Web by taking advantage
register:Ag
N
ok:Ag1
register:Ag
2
register:Ag
1
ok
register:CGH
inform:Ag1
Execution
Agents
ok:Ag2
inform:AgN
inform:Ag2
MNG CGH Ag2Ag1 AgN
ok:AgN
Operative
Team
Fig. 9. Operative team building process for SkeletonA-
gent .
of their inner structure [3,18,33,36]. IG systems
like SIMS [4] use information retrieved from rela-
tional databases but other IG systems, like Hera-
cles [2,29], can use other kinds of sources that pro-
vide the information into a semi-structured way
(the useful information is stored inside the re-
trieved document and it is necessary to extract
or filter the information previously). Several prob-
lems arise when Web IG systems are designed and
implemented:
10
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1. An IG system needs to select, access and filter
the information from the appropriate sources,
and finally, reason with the gathered knowl-
edge to build a solution.
2. IG systems have to deal with multiple, dis-
tributed, and heterogeneous Web reposito-
ries. Web sources can be heterogeneous in
both content and format. Besides, the num-
ber and types of those repositories grow over
time.
3. Web servers can be down at some times.
4. The IG system might find a large number of
solutions, so it is necessary to manage this
overload to provide them in a comprehensive
way to the user.
MAPWeb implements a generic IG Web archi-
tecture which deals with the previous problems us-
ing Multi-Agent techniques to allow the coopera-
tion and coordination among heterogeneous agents
(specialized in different taks) and planning tech-
niques to integrate information managed by those
agents.
4.2. MAPWeb IG Architecture
Figure 10 shows one possible MAPWeb topol-
ogy, or configuration. This configuration is built
by two operative teams managed by a MNG, and
every team is locally managed by a CCH. Team1
has the minimun set of agents to be operative,
whereas Team2 is built by K UserAgents, P Plan-
nerAgents and J WebAgents. In addition, the fol-
lowing execution agents are needed:
– UserAgents (UA) are the bridge between the
users and the system. They only implement
basic input/output skills to acquire problem
descriptions from users and to show the solu-
tions found to them.
– PlannerAgents (PLN) are able to solve plan-
ning problems using the information gathered
from the Web.
– WebAgents (WA) are able to provide the re-
quested Web information like a set of re-
lational records to the PlannerAgents us-
ing wrapping techniques. These agents use
caching techniques to optimize the number of
accesses to the Web [12].
Following the terminology explained in previ-
ous sections, MAPWeb can be described as fol-
lows. For the first team (T1) the static attributes
of the control agent (CoachAgent1 : CCH1), and
the specialized planner agent (PlannerAgent11 :
PLN11) are:
CoachAgent1 (CCH1)=
<N = CoachAgent1,
S = {suspend,update,...skill_1n},
Y = {(ManagerAgent: insert,
delete,...),
(PlannerAgent11:planning,...)
(WebAgent11: wrapper,
WebAccess...)},
L = {Kqml},
O = {e-tourism},
H = hr-agenda>
PlannerAgent1,1 (PLN11)=
<N = PlannerAgent11,
S = {planning,...skill_1j},
Y = {(CoachAgent1: insert,
delete,...),
(WebAgent11: wrapper,
WebAccess...)},
L = {Kqml},
O = {e-tourism},
H = hr-agenda>
Where S ={suspend, ..., skill1n} and S ={planning,
..., skill1j} represent the available skills of both
agents. For instance, the skill1n implemented by
CoachAgent1 could be the delete-item skill. This
skill allows to delete a particular item from the
yellow pages. This skill is necessary if agents can
be temporally unavailable. In that case, they will
be removed from the yellow pages of same-team
agents to avoid communication problems. On the
other hand, the skill1j (PlannerAgent11) can im-
plement the search-plans skill that allows the agent
to search for old stored plans in its local plan-
base. The information that the CoachAgent1 has
about the j skills of PlannerAgent11 is repre-
sented using a list which contains the names of
the skills of that agent (Y = {(AgentName :
skill1, skill2, ..., skilln), (.......)}). Then the descrip-
tion of the environment is given. This information
is described using the ontology O. For instance, the
e-tourism ontology to represent travel problems,
the domain-dependent heuristics, etc . . . Finally,
different sets of heuristic rules can be defined for
11
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controlling the agent behaviour. In the previous
example the PlannerAgent11 shows two different
set of heuristics. The hr− agenda is used for con-
trolling the execution of the acts inserted in the
agenda. These heuristics are actually implemented
like a set of control policies which can be used to
modify the control cycle. On the other hand, the
dynamic attributes, can be described as:
CoachAgent1 (CCH1)=
<N = CoachAgent1,
Ag= {[ACHIEVE:insert,WebAgent12,...]
[act_2]},
I = {AGENTS.active: ManagerAgent,
PlannerAgent11,
WebAgent11
AGENTS.new: WebAgent12
AGENTS.suspend: none},
Q = {[REQUESTED: achieve:insert,
ManagerAgent]}>
PlannerAgent1,1 (PLN11)=
<N = PlannerAgent11,
Ag= {[ACHIEVE:solve-problem]...[act_n]},
I = {obj_1.attribute1,...,
obj_n.attribute1n},
Q = {[null]}>
This dynamic information, AD, means that the
CoachAgent1 has only one act in the agenda (to
insert a new agent in the team: WebAgent12). This
act is to be performed with the skill insert. The
information that CoachAgent1 has about its en-
vironment is basically which other agents in the
team are active or suspended. Finally, the queue
of messages shows that the ManagerAgent has
requested the CoachAgent1 to perform the skill
insert (the execution of this skill will allow to in-
clude WebAgent12 as a new agent member in the
team).
4.3. Implemented Skills
Although MAPWeb is a generic architecture
that combines Web information retrieval with
planning, its skills are better understood in a par-
ticular domain. In this section, we will use the e-
tourism domain, where the goal is to assist a user
in planning his/her trips. This domain will be de-
scribed in detail in Section 4.4.
MAPWeb’s process can be described as follows.
First, the user interacts with the UserAgent to in-
put his/her query. The query captures information
like the departure and return dates and cities, one
way or return trip, maximum number of transfers,
and some preference criteria. This information is
sent to the PlannerAgent, which transforms it into
a planning problem. This planning problem retains
only those parts that are essential for the plan-
12
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ning process, which is named the abstract repre-
sentation of the user query. Then, the agent gener-
ates several abstract solutions for the user query.
The planning steps in the abstract solutions re-
quire to be completed and validated with actual
information which is retrieved from the Web. To
accomplish this, the PlannerAgent sends informa-
tion queries to specialized WebAgents, that return
several records for every information query. Then,
the PlannerAgent integrates and validates the so-
lutions and returns the data to the UserAgent,
which in turn displays it to the user.
In order to achieve the previous process, several
skills have been implemented for the PlannerAgent
and the WebAgents. Figure 11 shows how these
skills can be decomposed into subskills.
– PlannerAgent skills. This agent has a general
skill Solve− Problem which is used to begin
the problem solving task. When the act asso-
ciated to this skill is selected, it is decomposed
into three subacts, associated to three skills:
Search−Plan, Ask−Others, and Planning.
Any of these skills might provide a solution for
the planning problem, so Solve− Problem is
an OR act. The idea behind these three sub-
acts is that if a relevant plan can be located
in the local database (Search − Plan skill),
then no actual planning has to be carried out.
Otherwise, the agent can ask other Planner-
Agents to provide solutions (Ask − Others
skill). Finally, the planning skill inside the
agent can also provide a solution (Planning).
These three subacts can be executed in paral-
lel, and removed once one of them returns an
answer.
When selected, the Planning act will be de-
composed into three subacts, although in this
case all of them are required to finish suc-
cessfully (AND act). These three acts are:
Obtain − Abstract − Representation (which
obtains a general representation of the prob-
lem), Call − Planner (to execute a plan-
ner (Prodigy4.0) which is able to obtain
plans for the given problem), and Cooperate−
WebAgents (which allows to request informa-
tion to the WebAgents available in the team,
so that the plans can be completed with Web
information).
Other PlannerAgent skills are: Integrate −
Solutions (which is used to build a set of spe-
cific solutions for the given problem once the
WebAgents have answered), and V alidate −
Solutions (which is used to filter those so-
lutions for which every step in the plan can
be actually executed). For instance, flying by
plane from city A to city B can only be ex-
ecuted if there is at least one company that
flies between those cities). And finally the skill
Send−Solution sends to the requesting agent
the solution(s) found. Figure 11 shows the
representation of some of the skills defined in
the PlannerAgents.
.......
.......
Search−Plan
Planning
Ask−Others
Obtain−AbstractRepresentation
Call−Planner
Cooperate−WebAgents
Build−InfoQuery
Send−InfoQuery
Integrate−WebInfo
Integrate−Solutions
Validate−Solutions
Send−Solutions
Solve−Problem
.......
PlannerAgent−Skills
Fig. 11. Skills hierarchy for a PlannerAgent in MAPWeb.
– WebAgent skills. The Search−Record skill is
used by these agents to look for stored records
in their local databases, that were previously
gathered by the agents. Otherwise, the skill
Gather-WebInfor is then used to automati-
cally access, retrieve, and filter the requested
information from the Web source. The skill
Send − Solutions is used to communicate to
the PlannerAgents the records found.
4.4. MAPWeb-etourism
In this section, we will instantiate MAPWeb
in the e-tourism Web domain. The resulting sys-
tem, MAPWeb-etourism, is able to assist a
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user in planning his/her trips. The e-tourism do-
main is a modified version of the Logistics do-
main [52], where the user needs to find a plan
to travel between several places. We have se-
lected this domain because it requires different and
heterogeneous Web sources (like Web sources
for plane, train, hotels, taxi, . . . companies). Cur-
rently, MAPWeb-etourism is able to access,
gather, and reuse information from the following
Web sources:
– Flight companies: Iberia Airlines, Avianca
Airlines, Amadeus flights, 4Airlines flights.
– Train companies: Renfe, BritRail, RailEu-
rope.
– Rental Car companies: Avis, Hertz, Amadeus
car rental, 4Airlines car rental.
– Hotel companies: Amadeus hotels, 4Airlines
hotels.
The previous Web sources can be classified
into two main groups: Metasearch systems like
Amadeus, 4Airlines, BritRail, and RailEurope
which extract information from several companies,
and individual sources which belong to a particu-
lar company (Iberia, Avianca, Renfe, . . . ).
To describe the instantiation of MAPWeb in
this domain, it will only be necessary to detail how
the execution agents have been specialized from
the MAPWeb IG architecture:
– UserAgents. Graphical interfaces were imple-
mented to allow the user to interact with the
system.
– PlannerAgents. They were supplied a descrip-
tion of the planning domain (e-tourism) and
related information. Also, they were given a
new skill: a simple Case-Based planning tech-
nique was implemented to improve perfor-
mance (see [11,12] for more details).
– WebAgents. For every Web source described
previously, an specialized agent has been im-
plemented. They use wrappers [32,46] to ac-
cess and retrieve the Web information.
A topology has been implemented using an iso-
lated team composed of one CoachAgent, one
UserAgent, one PlannerAgent and four WebAgents.
Formally, the topology is:
MAPWeb− etourism = MNG ∪ T =
MNG ∪ [CCH1, UA1, PLN1,WAAmadeus,
WARailEurope,WAIberia,WARenfe]
Let us suppose that a user gives the problem de-
scribed in Table 1 to the UserAgent (UA1). The
problem consists of a sequence of stages. Each
stage is a template that represents a leg of the
trip, and contains several fields to be filled by the
user. The solving process starts when the User-
Agent supplies the problem to the PlannerAgent
(PLN1).
From the point of view of acts inserted into the
agenda of the PlannerAgent PLN1, the sequence
to solve the user problem is as follows:
– Initially the problem is received by PLN1
from UA1 and the act [ACHIEV E : Solve−
Problem] is inserted into the agenda. Then,
the act is selected.
– The previous act is expanded: [ACHIEV E :
Search − Plan], [ACHIEV E : Planning],
[ACHIEV E : Integrate − Solutions], and
[ACHIEV E : V alidate − Solutions] are in-
serted into the agenda. The first act is selected
because it has been given the highest priority.
– If no solution is found (see Figure 5), i.e. the
act [ACHIEV E : Search−Plan] failed, then
the act [ACHIEV E : Planning] is selected
(because it is the next one in priority).
– Then, it will be expanded into [ACHIEV E :
Obtain−Abstract−Representation], [ACHIEV E :
Call−Planner] , and [ACHIEV E : Cooperate−
WebAgents].
– Once the act [ACHIEV E : Obtain−Abstract−
Representation] has finished, the agent starts
looking for new plans using its planning skill
(i.e. executes [ACHIEV E : Call−Planner]).
When the first possible abstract plan is
found, the act [ACHIEV E : Cooperate −
WebAgents] will be Ready() for execution.
Then, a new act [ACHIEV E : Cooperate −
WebAgents] will be inserted for every ab-
stract plan found.
– When selected, the act [ACHIEV E : Cooperate−
WebAgents] it is expanded into several acts:
[ACHIEV E : Build−InfoQuery], [ACHIEV E :
Send−InfoQuery], and [ACHIEV E : Integrate−
WebInfo].
– When the information queries are built ([ACHIEV E :
Build − InfoQuery]) the agent uses its yel-
low pages to select the appropriate We-
bAgents. Then the act [ACHIEV E : Send−
InfoQuery] is executed.
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Table 1
Travel problem example to go from Salzburg to Segovia by
airplane or train.
Leg Stage Date Transport Restrictions No Transfers
1 Salzburg → Madrid May 11th Plane or train none 0 or 1
2 2 nights stay May 11-13th none < 100 euros -
3 Madrid → Segovia May 13th Plane or train none 0 or 1
4 3 nights stay May 13-16th none < 90 euros -
5 Segovia → Salzburg May 16th Plane or train none 0 or 1
– The answers from the WebAgents are inserted
into the PlannerAgent PLN1 agenda as acts:
[TELL : WAIberia, information...], [TELL :
WARenfe, null], . . . Then, an [ACHIEV E :
Integrate − WebInfo] will be inserted into
the agenda.
– Next, if there is an [ACHIEV E : Integrate−
WebInfo] act in the agenda, the appropriate
TELL acts will be extracted from the agenda
and integrated into the abstract plan.
– Finally the acts [ACHIEV E : Integrate −
Solutions], and [ACHIEV E : V alidate −
Solutions], will be selected, and the final so-
lutions will be constructed.
– A new act [TELL : Send − Solutions] is in-
serted into the agenda.The execution of this
act sends the solutions found to UA1.
It is important to remark that requests and an-
swers from the agents arrive to the agenda asyn-
chronously. That is, agents do not know when they
will be queried or when the expected information
will be provided. For instance, while the planner is
generating new abstract plans, the PlannerAgent
is able to work on other acts in the agenda, like
completing previously generated abstracts plans.
If one of the acts fails, all the dependent acts will
be automatically removed from the agenda. For
instance, for leg 1 of the example trip: “travel
from Salzburg to Madrid using plane or train”, one
possible (abstract) solution could be travelling by
train directly from the departure city to the ar-
rival city. To achieve this, several acts are inserted
so that the information is requested to the We-
bAgents. At the same time, the planner could find
other abstract solutions, like travelling by train
from Salzburg to Madrid using one transfer, or
travelling directly by plane, etc. Likely, not all the
abstract solutions will be possible. For instance,
in leg 5: “travel from Segovia to Salzburg”, it is
not possible to find a solution which uses a plane
from Segovia, because this city does not have an
airport. On the other hand, the abstract solution
that uses a train to travel from Segovia to Madrid,
and then take an airplane to Salzburg is feasible.
The previous example used a simple configura-
tion of MAPWeb-etourism. However, it is pos-
sible to use many UserAgents, PlannerAgents, and
WebAgents in the same team. In that case, a sin-
gle agent could receive many requests and answers
from many different agents at the same time. But
the agenda would still work in exactly the same
way, which shows the flexibility of this architecture
for coordinating agents.
5. Related Work
The aim of this section is to describe the ideas
related to the two main issues of this work: agenda
architectures and Web information systems. With
respect to agenda-based systems, the most closely
related to our work are the CooperA [48,50] and
ABC2 [37,38,39].
The CooperA (cooperating agents) platform is a
software framework that supports the cooperation
of heterogeneous, distributed and semiautonomous
Knowledge-Based (KB) systems. In CooperA the
KB systems are translated into application agents
that are finally be integrated into one system. The
users can interact with all the agents using a user
interface agent. The CooperA architecture is built
by a set of interconnected layers. These layers are:
The CooperA kernel, the message-passing mech-
anism, the collection of CooperA system Agents,
and finally the Community of Application-Specific
Agents. Any agent in the CooperA architecture is a
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dynamic structure that communicates with other
agents in the system through a message passing
skill.
TheABC2 architecture is based on the CooperA
architecture. It uses predefined skills (managed as
reactive components) that each agent composes in
an opportunistic way to achieve the intelligent be-
haviour (this architecture has been implemented
and tested in the RoboSoccer domain and the
Khepera robots). The agenda in ABC2 has been
used to keep a list of pending actions, where each
action can require (or not) some of other actions.
These actions can be inserted into the agenda by
other actions, by events from the environment or
by requests received from other agents.
Our work is more closely related to ABC2, al-
though there are several differences. First, our ap-
proach allows to define acts which are composed of
subacts that can be executed in parallel and can
have AND/OR structures. Second, ABC2 has only
been used to implement a planning oportunistic
reactive behaviour for agents, which is appropri-
ate in domains like the RoboSoccer. We have ori-
ented our architecture to facilitate integrating AI
solving techniques with IG techniques to work in
Web domains. Some of these features have already
been tested in other domains like problem solving
through Genetic Programming [1] and Web News
Gathering [9,10].
Several systems have been designed to deal with
different information sources. Some of those sys-
tems like SIMS [3,4] allow to integrate information
from different sources like databases and knowl-
edge bases. The SIMS approach uses a semantic
model of a problem domain to integrate the in-
formation from several sources, and several algo-
rithms for automatically improving the efficiency
of queries using knowledge about both the domain
and the information sources. These kinds of sys-
tems, usually named mediators, implement several
mechanisms that provide access to heterogeneous
data and knowledge bases. When these techniques
are used to build agents that are able to extract,
query, and integrate data from electronic sources
it is possible to define an information agent. These
information agents have been used to implement
different systems that are able to retrieve and inte-
grate information from the Web [28,31]. The clos-
est systems to our work are:
– WebPlan [23]: it is a Web assistant for
domain-specific search on the Internet based
on dynamic planning and plan execution tech-
niques. The existing planning system CA-
Plan [24,53] has been extended in different
ways in order to deal with incomplete infor-
mation, information seeking operators, user
interaction, and interleaving planning and ex-
ecution. WebPlan is specialized in localizing
specific PC software on the Internet. Planning
is used in this system to select the most appro-
priate sources to look for information, whereas
MAPWeb uses planning to select the appro-
priate Web sources and to build the solution
to a user problem.
– Ariadne [30]: This system includes a set of
tools to construct wrappers that make Web
sources look like relational databases. It also
uses mediation techniques based on SIMS [3,
31]. The main focus of these systems is how to
access the distributed information, so the inte-
gration problem is not a hard problem. How-
ever, besides accessing the appropriate infor-
mation, we are interested in integrating the
different sources and solve complex problems
with the retrieved information.
– Heracles [2,29]: This framework is used to de-
velop different information assistant systems
that employ a set of information agents (Ari-
adne, Theseus, Electric Elves). A dynamic
hierarchical constraint propagation network
(CPN) is used to integrate the different infor-
mation sources. Two assistant systems have
been implemented: The Travel Planning As-
sistant (specialized in assisting tourists to
plan their trips) and The WorldInfo Assistant
(for a user-specified location, it integrates in-
formation from different information sources
like weather, news, holidays, maps, airports,
. . . ). In this framework the integration of
the retrieved information is made by a CPN.
Therefore, if the problem changes, the CPN
needs to be rewritten by hand. MAPWeb
is more flexible because it uses a planner to
automatically generate the plans, which are
the structures analogous to the CPN. For in-
stance, if new transport sources like taxi or
buses become available, it is only necessary to
add a new planning operator for every new
source and the PlannerAgent will use them to
access these sources.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented SkeletonA-
gent, an agenda-based flexible architecture for
building agents that can participate in a MAS.
The utilization of an agenda-based architecture
for agents, allows to coordinate multiple agents
with heterogeneous skills in a flexible way. Also,
it is very simple to change the behaviour of the
agents by modifying the policies used to manage
the agenda.
Although our approach is based on work de-
scribed in [37,49], their ideas have been extended
in several ways. First, we allow to define acts which
are composed of subacts that can be executed in
parallel and can have AND/OR structures. This
allows to define alternative ways to achieve a goal
and to mix different high level tasks at the mini-
mum level of granularity. For instance, if there are
two tasks A and B composed of several subtasks
A1, A2 . . . and B1, B2, . . . , every subtask will be
processed when they are ready, thus interleaving
the two tasks A and B in the most appropriate
order.
Second, we have oriented our architecture to fa-
cilitate integrating AI solving techniques with IG
techniques to work in Web domains. To do so,
we have instantiated SkeletonAgent to build a
MAS, named MAPWeb, that combines AI plan-
ning and Web information gathering techniques.
MAPWeb is a generic architecture that can be
used by developers in any domain requiring plan-
ning and Web sources. We have used it to solve
travel assistant problems in the e-tourism do-
main (MAPWeb-etourism). This example has
also been used to illustrate the behaviour of the
agenda-based architecture. Some of SkeletonA-
gent features have also been tested in other do-
mains like problem solving through Genetic Pro-
gramming [1] and Web News Gathering [9,10],
which shows that it is a general framework.
In the future we would like to extend MAPWeb-
etourism by adding new AI techniques to the ar-
chitecture, like Machine Learning, so that more
complex problems can be solved by using informa-
tion from the Web.
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